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Update: Hi, and thanks. A: That's a very well known problem with CD/DVD libraries. There's a registry key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\dvd\rif1\enable if it's set to 1, it's disabled, and you need to modify that registry value (if enabled) to 0. If you want to leave it alone, you can't change
this value. I know, Microsoft would love to get rid of this problem, but they don't have the authority to disable this, as they are not the RIF1! driver. The CD/DVD drivers (the system handles the generation of the discs) should follow the standard protocol and mimic the remote drive behavior, meaning the values for
KMS should be a bit more demanding. If the drive is not registered, it's just asking for trouble. A: I think KODAK Capture Pro Software is in your case for wrong. There is only one other way on my Windows XP (English version) to solve this issue. Open your registry editor (Internet Explorer -> View -> Registry Editor)
Navigate to the key name: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\dvd\rif1\enable Look for the string: RemoteInstall = 00000000 and change 00000000 to 0 Now go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\dvd\rif1\eav\remote Look for the string: NONPIN = 00000000 and

change 00000000 to 0 Now go to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\services\dvd\rif1\ks Look for the string: NONPIN = 00000000 and change 00000000 to 0 Just one part is different for you. Before you have in your registry line: RemoteInstall = 00000000 and changed to RemoteInstall = 0 (yes, 0),
while for me: RemoteInstall = 0 and changed to RemoteInstall = 0. That's all. Now your DVD will work as normal DVD. UPDATE Problem solved. I still don't get it. I changed all values to zero in the section mentioned and I still get DVD not found error message. But the DVD/CD drivers do work: It is 50b96ab0b6
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